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1 2 3
The Pillars of our Beating Heart.

Since our birth in 1917, 
we’ve had the time to 
experience success and 
failure, we have tested 
ourselves through thick 
and thin, we’ve seen what 
products are rejected by 
the mountain and which 
become new milestones 
that raise the standards 
of alpine sports.
We’ve been blessed with a 
100 years of experience 
that have sculpted our 
essence and turned us 
into the wise man that 
resides atop the mountain.

Wisdom through Experience

Our products are to be 
used in the harshest 
conditions and terrains, 
therefore we regard quality 
and safety as the most 
basic of all requirements. 
Any type of innovation 
must be thoroughly 
reasoned and tested, and 
is a challenge we proudly 
rise up to.
Having worked with the 
military and aeronautical 
sectors, we've gained 
valuable knowledge that 
have further refined our 
techincal rigor and our 
strict guidelines of 
product perfection and 
minimal margin of error. 

Striving for constructive Perfection

Our relationship to the
mountain is unique in all 
its ways. We have literal-
ly been raised by the 
Alps, since all of our 
manufacturing plants and 
offices have always been, 
and will always be, 
located at their feet. 
Being surrounded by one 
of the oldest ad most 
revered mountain belts 
has given us an edge in 
the market, since the 
disciplines we dedicate 
our lives to are not in 
other parts of the world, 
they are right here.

The Alps as our Mentor

from the left: Marco Pronzati, Niccolò Pronzati, Lorenzo Pronzati.04 05



At the heart of the Earth’s crust, the blood of mountains can carry high concentrations of very specific elements 
and can lead to the creation of different dazzling minerals. 

This potential is enclosed in a substance that is known as felsic lava.

When this substance erupts it is sometimes cooled so rapidly that it turns into a pitch black vitreous mineral, 
a seemingly clean-cut dark glass. It turns into Obsidian.

Obsidian_Collection
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Obsidian_Calcite
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Obsidian_Covellite
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Obsidian_Amethyst
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Obsidian_Rhodonite
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Obsidian_Lazurite
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Obsidian_Malachite
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We offer to graphically 
customize your Gipron 
rental poles of choice. 
This is made possible 
thanks to our in-house 
technology of subilma-
tion. 

We are able  to apply 
your logos and designs 
in order to let your 
product stand out among 
others, and have a 
strong visual impact on 
the ski slopes. 

Sublimation printing for 
rental models

Available models

FIXED 286 186

278 178

275 175

274 174 

ADJUSTABLE 271 271

273 273

272 272

489 489 

Sr Jr

Sr Jr
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via p. ferrario, 126
20010 vanzago_mi

02-93548008
mail@gipron.it
www.gipron.it46 47


